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Abstract

Quantifying the degree of similarity between images is a
key copyright issue for image-based machine learning. In
legal doctrine however, determining the degree of similarity
between works requires subjective analysis, and fact-finders
(judges and juries) can demonstrate considerable variabil-
ity in these subjective judgement calls. Images that are
structurally similar can be deemed dissimilar, whereas im-
ages of completely different scenes can be deemed similar
enough to support a claim of copying. We seek to define and
compute a notion of ‘conceptual similarity’ among images
that captures high-level relations even among images that
do not share repeated elements or visually similar compo-
nents. The idea is to use a base multi-modal model to gen-
erate ‘explanations’ (captions) of visual data at increasing
levels of complexity. Then, similarity can be measured by
the length of the caption needed to discriminate between
the two images: Two highly dissimilar images can be dis-
criminated early in their description, whereas conceptually
dissimilar ones will need more detail to be distinguished.
We operationalize this definition and show that it correlates
with subjective (averaged human evaluation) assessment,
and beats existing baselines on both image-to-image and
text-to-text similarity benchmarks. Beyond just providing a
number, our method also offers interpretability by pointing
to the specific level of granularity of the description where
the source data are differentiated.

1. Introduction

Consider the two images in Fig. 1. One could say they are
similar: both portray small red Italian cars. Another could
say they are different: One is a sports car in an open space,
the other a tiny city car in an alley. Is there an objective way
of measuring the similarity among images? In some cases,
similarity judgments can be influenced by shared concepts:
in Fig. 2, two images share compelling stylistic and concep-
tual similarity, but it is difficult to identify specific visual
elements they share. Yet the two were found to be legally

“substantially similar” [37]. Can we define an objective no-
tion of ‘conceptual similarity’ among data?

There have been many attempts at defining an objective
notion of similarity based on the number of bits of infor-
mation that the two samples share [11, 25, 40], but funda-
mentally they do not capture concepts (Appendix A), which
are human constructs. Since humans must play a role in
defining similarity among concepts, one way to achieve ob-
jectivity is by averaging a large number of human assess-
ments. This is what large-scale neural network models do
[34]. However, contrastive-trained models measure similar-
ity based on how easily the data can be distinguished, and
any two non-identical samples can be distinguished by ran-
dom features of no conceptual relevance [22].

Rather than focusing on finding the features that best dis-
tinguish the two images, we focus on finding the ones that
best describe them. Then, we can measure semantic sim-
ilarity based on how well descriptions of one fit the other.
If two samples are similar, a short description should apply
equally well to both. If the samples are very different, the
description of one will be a poor fit for the other. The more
complex the description needed to distinguish the images,
the higher their conceptual similarity. The key idea is to fo-
cus on optimally describing individual samples, rather than
adversarially discriminating them.

Specifically, referring to Fig. 1, we generate multiple de-
scriptions of each sample in increasing level of complexity,
sorted by their coding length. Then, we measure the dif-
ference of the likelihood of each image conditioned on ei-
ther descriptions as a function of complexity. That traces
a curve that measures distance as a function of complexity.
Any two images can be distinguished by their description
at some point (the more you look, the more differences you
see). Therefore, similarity should always be relative to a de-
scription length. However, when a single number is needed
for comparison, we show that the AUC of the distance func-
tion is well aligned with human similarity assessments.

Our proposed method, which we call Complexity-
Constrained Descriptive Autoencoding, or CC:DAE, is
rooted in the idea of the Kolmogorov Structure Function,
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Figure 1. If we describe each image at increasing levels of complexity (blue and orange text), short descriptions apply equally well to both,
as measured by their likelihood. However, as the complexity level of the description increases, a gap emerges between the likelihood under
the best common description (grey) and the likelihood under the best individual descriptions (blue and orange). For instance, at C = 36
the best individual descriptions are “Red Fiat 500 car” and “A Ferrari” whereas the best common description is “Italian car brand” which
is not as descriptive. The gap traces two asymmetric curves that measure the conceptual difference between the images at each level of
complexity. A single number can be obtained by measuring the area under between curves.

which was introduced to differentiate semantic ‘informa-
tion’ from structureless ‘noise.’ But while Kolmogorov
used programs to describe the data, and program length as
their complexity, we use natural language descriptions and
their coding length. One may wonder whether our notion
of conceptual distance is canonical in any sense, since it
hinges on arbitrary choices, among which the use of lan-
guage, or even a particular trained language model. Indeed,
as we prove formally, no notion of conceptual similarity can
be canonical: Using results from [13], we show that Kol-
mogorov’s choice itself does not convey any information
about the semantics of data and more generally that no non-
trivial notion of common conceptual information can be de-
fined without imposing strong restrictions on the class of
representations and encoder/decoder used. The unavoidable
need to perform subjective analysis is recognized by copy-
right legal doctrines, which provide generalized guidelines
for analyzing similarity but leave the ultimate determination
to be made on a case-by-case basis. As a result, despite ef-
forts to codify similarity into guidelines, one is left with the
impression that there are as many notions of similarity as
there are judges or juries. One of the advantages of large-
scale pre-trained models is that they aggregate content from
vast and diverse corpora and, unlike their human sources,
their biases can be measured, monitored, and calibrated.

Our method applies to general data, including any com-
bination of text and image and any choice of data-to-text en-
coder (e.g., captioning models) and a text-to-data generative
model (e.g., multi-modal autoregressive models or diffusion
models). It can also be used to measure similarity of data
across different modalities (e.g., between text and images).

To evaluate the alignment between our notion of concep-

tual similarity and human assessments, we use established
human-annotated similarity benchmarks, and obtain state-
of-the-art results on the STS sentence similarity bench-
marks beating all methods that have not explicitly been
trained on human annotated similarity scores. We also sur-
pass CLIP on the CxC-SIS image similarity benchmark.

2. Related Work

Using machine learning to represent conceptual informa-
tion is a long-running yet elusive goal in machine learn-
ing. For instance, the “concept bottleneck” [23] epitomizes
a line of work that generate restricted representations based
on human specified concepts. Our approach is more gen-
eral: we do not specify specific concepts, but only de-
mand natural language descriptions with constrained com-
plexity. Lossy compression, for example through capacity-
contrained variational auto-encoders [1, 8, 18], can be used
to distinguish semantic information in images [16], but the
success of these methods is largely due to inductive priors
coming from the architecture. In general, there is no reason
to expect compression alone to align with human intuition
of conceptual information, as we demonstrate in Sec. 4. An-
other line of work referring to ‘visual concept learning’ de-
fines concepts in terms of a set of generalizable properties
that then can be used in conjunction with ‘neuro-symbolic’
programs to answer novel queries [30], or in terms of em-
beddings that can be used to generate images [27].

Recent work on contrastive vision-language models [34]
has demonstrated that these models are surprisingly weak
at understanding semantic relationships [10, 43], with only
modest improvements from conditional diffusion mod-
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els [24]. Generating natural language descriptions of im-
ages as representations was also considered by [7], who
finds the resulting description valuable for a visual question
answering task and more useful than the original images for
a retrieval task.

Embedding generated by auto-regressive models fine-
tuned on human annotations are also frequently used to
quantify similarity [12, 15, 20, 32, 35, 44]. Fewer works
define similarity using pre-trained auto-regressive models
without supervised fine-tuning: [21] uses prompts to con-
dition model outputs; [31] evaluates similarity of two sam-
ples via the conditional probability of one given the other.
Most similar to our work, [28] defines semantic similarity as
the divergence between conditional distributions over future
trajectories. Interestingly, [28] can be considered a variant
of a special case of our method (Appendix D), which how-
ever further benefits from improved interpretability.

3. CC:DAE

In this section we formalize the critical components of our
method, including the optimal description of the data using
complexity-constrained textual expressions, and the com-
putation of the fit of the description, from which the con-
ceptual distance is measured.

3.1. Optimal Description

Let x 2 X be a sample and let H = {h1, h2, . . .} be
space of hypotheses. We think of each h 2 H as a pos-
sible description of the sample, for example a natural lan-
guage sentence. Associated with H and X we consider a
decoder p(x|h) which computes the conditional likelihood
of the input x given the description h. We refer to the neg-
ative conditional log-likelihood `(x|h) = � log p(x|h) as
the reconstruction loss of x under hypothesis h. A key
quantity for us is the complexity, or coding length, `(h) of
an hypothesis h. By Kraft’s inequality, we can express the
number of bits needed to encode an hypothesis h as a nega-
tive log-likelihood `(h) = � log pcode(h) for some distribu-
tion pcode(h). Conversely, for a given p(h), a lossless com-
pression scheme whose code-lengths almost exactly match
� log p(h) can be constructed with arithmetic coding.

Example. Let X be the space of all images and let H

be the set of all English sentences. The cost of encoding
h 2 H can be computed as the negative log-likelihood
� log pcode(h) assigned to h by a trained large language
model (LLM). The log-likelihood log p(x|h) of an image
x given a sentence h can be computed using a conditional
image generation model, such as a diffusion model.

Optimal descriptions. Suppose we want to describe a sam-
ple x, but we have an upper-bound `(h)  C on the length
of the description h we can use. To find the best descrip-
tion h

⇤
x
(C) to use under this capacity constraint, we have to

Figure 2. These two images have similar art styles, theme, and
subject matter. On the other hand, it is difficult to identify spe-
cific visual elements that appear in both images. These two images
were found to be “substantially similar” [37] based on the arrange-
ment of similar features in a similar way. How can we measure
how similar these images are?

solve the constrained optimization problem:

h
⇤
x
(C) = argmin

h2H

`(x|h) (1)

s.t. � log pcode(h)  C,

which aims at finding the hypothesis h with `(h)  C

which minimizes the reconstruction error for x. This def-
inition however has practical limitations: since the space H
is discrete, the optimization in Eq. (1) cannot be performed
easily with gradient-based methods, leading to an expensive
search over the (potentially infinite) hypothesis space H .

Stochastic relaxation. To simplify the problem, rather
than considering the best single hypothesis, we can search
for a distribution of hypotheses q(h) describing the image.
This corresponds to a stochastic relaxation of the problem
where we find a low-complexity distribution of hypotheses
q
⇤
x
(h|C) that, on average, have good reconstruction loss:

q
⇤
x
(h|C) = argmin

q(h)2P(H)
Eh⇠q(h)[`(x|h)] (2)

s.t. KL
�
q(h) k pcode(h)

�
 C,

where the optimization is now over the space of distribu-
tions q(h) 2 P(H). When q(h) is restricted to being a
Dirac delta over a single hypothesis — i.e., q(h) = �h0(h)
— we exactly recover Eq. (1). A natural question is in
which way the newly introduced term KL

�
q(h) k p(h)

�

generalizes the description length � log pcode(h) of Eq. (1),
aside from reducing to it in the extreme case where
q(h) is a Dirac delta. To answer, it can be shown that
KL

�
q(h) k p(h)

�
is the expected number of bits required
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to specify a fair sample of the distribution q(h) to a re-
ceiver that knows p(h) but not q(h) [17, Lemma 1.5]. For
this reason, we refer to Eq. (2) as a stochastic relaxation
of Eq. (1). The advantage of this formulation is that the
solution to the optimization problem can be efficiently ap-
proximated by sampling a large language model, as we will
discuss later. This formulation also connects to other frame-
works (see Sec. 4).

3.2. Conceptual Similarity

As anticipated in Section 1, given two sample x1 and x2,
we want to define a notion of conceptual similarity by mea-
suring how well optimal descriptions of x1 also apply to
x2 — and vice versa – as the complexity of the descrip-
tion increases. To formalize this notion, let qi(h|C) denote
the family of distributions of optimal descriptions h for the
sample xi as C varies. We can define the function �2!1(C)

�2!1(C) := Eq1 [`(x1|h)]� Eq2 [`(x1|h)]. (3)

which measures how well the description q2 of x2 describe
x1, compared to its optimal description q1. Similarly, we
can define �1!2(C) inverting the role of x1 and x2.

Conceptual Distance. We define the conceptual distance
between x1 and x2 at complexity level C as

dx1,x2(C) =
1

2

⇣
�2!1(C) +�1!2(C)

⌘
. (4)

Figure 1 provides a sample illustration of the typical be-
havior of this distance. For low values of C (y-axis), the
optimal descriptions of one sample — e.g., “a red car” — is
an equally good description of both. In this case, both terms
�i!j (blue and orange curves in the plot) will be zero. As
the complexity C increases, the optimal description of one
sample — e.g., “a Ferrari” — is not an optimal description
for the other and the distance becomes non-zero, and will
keep increasing as the descriptions become more detailed
and specific.

AUC. Rather than being a single number, our definition of
conceptual distance is a function of the complexity C of the
description. As discussed in Section 4, this is necessary to
address some key issues in defining distances and we posit
that human perception of similarity relates to how quickly
this function grows. To capture this, when a single number
is necessary to define a distance, we use the Area Under
Curve of the graph, up to some vale Cmax.

Asymmetric distances. The distance dx1,x2(C) in Eq. (4)
in written in terms of two asymmetric distances, the dis-
tance �1!2 of x1 from x2, and �2!1 from x2 to x1. While
dx1,x2(C) provides an overall measure of the distance be-
tween samples, each individual asymmetric distances can
be useful to measure directed containment relations, for in-
stance to what extent a work is being subsumed by or su-
persedes another.

Interpretation as intersection. We note that, rearranging
the terms, Eq. (4) can also be rewritten as:

dx1,x2(C) =Eq1 [`(x1|h)] + Eq2 [`(x2|h)]
� Eq\ [`(x1|h) + `(x2|h)] (5)

where q\(h|C) = 1
2q1(h|C) + 1

2q2(h|C). This compares
the reconstruction loss obtained by using different optimal
descriptions for x1 and x2 and the reconstruction loss ob-
tained by encoding both x1 and x2 using the same descrip-
tions h ⇠ q\(h|C). Intuitively, if the samples are similar, a
shared description equally described each image when com-
pared to picking the optimal descriptions independently.
However, as the complexity of C increases, q1(h|C) and
q2(h|C) will contain increasing details that describe one
sample x1 (respectively x2) but not equally well the other.
In that case q\ becomes suboptimal and the distance grows
accordingly.

Interpretability. An advantage of our definition of con-
ceptual distance is that the descriptions h that have high
probability under q\ provide an interpretable explanation
for why the two samples should be considered similar (e.g.,
gray captions in Figure 1). Conversely, looking at h that
are likely under qi but not q\ provides an explanation of the
unique information in qi, justifying why q1 and q2 should
be considered different.

4. Motivation and Discussion

Defining a conceptual distance face three main challenges:
(i) Randomness dominates. Any pair of non-identical

real images has a large number of small differences
due to randomness which dominates over the few, but
important, structural similarities;

(ii) Canonical importance of properties. What proper-
ties are important for similarity is non-canonical;

(iii) Adversarial discrimination. Any two images may
be “adversarially” distinguished by simple and obvi-
ous properties (e.g., “the color of the car is different”)
but ease of discriminability should not affect similar-
ity (two pictures of the same car model should be sim-
ilar, even if the color is different).

Corresponding to these challenges there have are three main
classes of distance functions that address some of the prob-
lems, but fail to capture the others.

Contrastive learning. CLIP-like contrastive learning mod-
els by their nature rely on discriminative features that are
optimized to discriminate samples, not to describe concepts
that humans evince from said samples, thus failing (iii).
Since these representations are not trained to align with hu-
man conceptual representations, they are a poor fit to mea-
sure conceptual similarity as noted in recent works [10, 43].
Indeed, we show in Tab. 2 that our method significantly
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outperforms CLIP in outputting human-aligned similarity
scores for images. The method also fails (ii) since the
model learns semantically relevant properties either through
semi-supervised image-text or enforced through hard-coded
strong data augmentation.

Information theoretic distances, such as the Normalized
Compression Distance (NCD), move away from discrim-
inability and instead define a canonical notion of similarity
between samples as the ratio between the amount of shared
(algorithmic) information and the total information. How-
ever, reflecting (i), unique randomness in the data accounts
for most of the information in high dimensional samples.
Hence, even when samples are perceptually similar, random
information will dominate the distance and similarity of key
semantic information is lost (Appendix A).

Structure function. Defining a distance for high-
dimensional data requires separating “structural” informa-
tion of the sample from the information due to randomness
and noise, raising the question of how to canonically define
what constitutes “structure” and what “noise”. Kolmogorov
proposed that describing structural information should re-
duce the reconstruction loss of a sample more quickly than
describing random details which are intrinsically incom-
pressible. This is captured by the Structure Function �x(C),
defined as

�x(C) = min
h2H

� log ph(x) (6)

s.t. |h|  C,

which measures the reconstruction error when compressing
x using a program h 2 H implementing a computable prob-
ability distribution ph(x), as the length |h| of the program
varies. Since the optimal descriptions have to reduce the
reconstruction loss as quickly as possible, for low values
of C they can only contain structural information and not
random information. This reasoning can be formalized [39]
and allows to define a notion of algorithmic minimal suf-
ficient statistic that captures structural but not the random
information. Note that this directly relates to our Eq. (1),
using pcode(h) = 2�|h|, with the only difference that the
optimization is done over programs instead of sentences.
One of the main contributions of our work is to show that
something akin to the structure function can be used to de-
fine a notion of conceptual distance, and to introduce a more
computationally feasible stochastic relaxation of the frame-
work. However, in its pure form this approach still fails. It
can be shown that algorithmic minimal sufficient statistics
are trivial for most data [13, Corollary III.13] and, when
non trivial, they do not capture useful semantic information
but rather capture the mutual information between the sam-
ple and the halting problem [13, Theorem III.24]. As we
show later, this is a symptom of a more general problem
where no expressive enough class of descriptions (such as

general programs) can define non-trivial semantic informa-
tion. This motivates our choice to restrict descriptions to
(non-canonical) subclasses such as language sentences

Conceptual Distance. Our method attempts to tackle all
the problems (i)-(iii). First, it does not focus on discriminat-
ing samples. Rather we independently find the descriptions
of each sample, and then evaluate them on each other. This
prevents the method from adversarially picking features that
may be good discriminators, but that are not good descrip-
tors – thus addressing (iii). However, we need to ensure that
the description will focus on structural properties of the im-
age, and not on random details. Similarly to Kolmogorov’s
Structure Function approach, we accomplish this by find-
ing optimal descriptions under a capacity constraint which
naturally leads the distance to ignore differences due to in-
compressible randomness for small values of C.

Aside from increasing robustness to unimportant differ-
ences, focusing on the initial part of the curve as C grows
has other advantages. We posit that human perception of se-
mantic similarity relates to how quickly the distance func-
tion grows, rather than its asymptotic value. This motivates
our choice of using the AUC of dx1,x2(C) up to some small
value of C to measure similarity. Indeed, in our experiments
we observe that the AUC computed up to some relatively
small value of C is better aligned with human similarity an-
notations than the exact value at any specific C, and that
using larger values of C decreases alignment.

Our distance implicitly defines a separation between
structural and random components of the images. This de-
pends on their “compressibility” and is in turn dependent
on the choice of hypothesis space, encoder and decoder.
Our choice of using language as the hypothesis space, and
a particular conditional generative model, is not canonical
prompting the question of whether a more canonical choice,
like Kolmogorov’s choice of using generic programs, would
be better. However, as the following theorem shows, any
model class which is too expressive would not be able to
recover a meaningful notion of structural information.

Theorem 4.1 (No canonical definitions of structure, Ap-
pendix C). Let H be a class of hypotheses and let p(x|h) be
the corresponding decoder. If the decoder p(x|h) is expres-
sive enough to perform perfect test-time optimization, then
all samples have the same structure, and the conceptual dis-
tance between any pair of samples is zero.

The lack of useful structure emerging from general pro-
gram classes motivated us to consider an appropriate sub-
class that could lead to a more useful, though necessarily
non-canonical as expressed in property (ii), measure of con-
ceptual similarity. Copyright doctrine acknowledges the
absence of a computable notion of similarity, and instead
relies on judges and juries to adjudicate each case. We
analogize this human decision-making process to a com-
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Zero-Shot Method STS-B STS12 STS13 STS14 STS15 STS16 SICK-R Avg

Paragon CLIP-ViTL14 [34] 65.5 67.7 68.5 58.0 67.1 73.6 68.6 67.0
SimCSE-BERT [15] 68.4 82.4 74.4 80.9 78.6 76.9 72.2 76.3

LLaMA [38]

Cond. Likelihood 44.3 20.8 51.8 38.6 56.0 50.9 56.7 45.6
Meaning as Trajectories [28] 70.6 52.5 65.9 53.2 67.8 74.1 73.0 65.3
Ours 72.3 56.7 67.9 56.9 68.7 74.1 74.3 67.3

Table 1. Text-to-Text semantic similarity benchmarks. We evaluate our method using Spearman correlation (⇥100) on the STS sentence
similarity benchmark. Our method outperforms all zero-shot methods based on vector embeddings. On the SICK-R dataset involving
compositional knowledge, conceptual similarity outperforms even the contrastive-trained paragon by 2.1%. This shows that our definition
of Conceptual Distance is better aligned with human judgement than standard vector embedding. It also outperforms [28], which can be
seen as a particular case of our method for a fixed value of � = 1, while greatly improving interpretability. This shows the importance of
considering different levels of capacity to recover human judgement.

putable machine-learning process, in which natural lan-
guage programs attempt to describe and distinguish the
works in question. To operationalize this notion, we re-
framed Kolmogorov complexity in Sec. 3 to use natural lan-
guage as opposed to formal language programs for encod-
ing inputs. Natural language descriptions are generated by
models that aggregate subjective assessments not just of a
single judge or a small group of jurors, but from textual ex-
pressions of the millions of individual contributions used to
train large-scale models. While our approach makes a sub-
jective choice of using natural language as a representation
of the data, such a representation is naturally fit to the task,
since natural language is routinely used, and arguably has
evolved, to express and communicate abstract concepts.

5. Practical distance computation

To compute our conceptual distance we need to solve the
constrained optimization problem Eq. (2). The solution can
easily be written using the Lagrange multiplier method (Ap-
pendix F) and leads to the family of optimal distributions:

q
⇤
x
(h|C) =

1

Z�

pcode(h)p(x|h)�, (7)

where Z� = Epcode(h)[p(x|h)�] is the normalization factor
and � = �(C) � 0 has to satisfy the condition:

KL
�
q
⇤
x
(h|C) k pcode(h)

�
= C. (8)

Having q
⇤
x
(h|C) we can compute the various quantities in

the definition of the distance. However, given that q⇤
x
(h|C)

is a distribution over an infinite hypothesis space H , we can-
not represent it explicitly. Fortunately, all the quantities in-
volved are in the form Eq[f(h)] for some function f(h) and
can be estimated through importance sampling. Let ⇡(h)
be a proposal distribution and let h1, . . . , hN ⇠ ⇡(h) be
samples from it. Then we have (Appendix F):

Eq⇤ [f(h)] = E⇡

h
q
⇤(h)
⇡(h) f(h)

i
⇡

P
N

i=1 ↵�,if(hi)

↵�,i := softmax
⇣
� �`(x|hj) + log pcode(hj)

⇡(hj)

⌘

i

Hence, computing the importance weights ↵�,i for each
sample hi (all needed quantities are available) we can easily
compute an unbiased estimator of our distance function.

Using only the encoder model Typically, we have access
to an encoder model p(h|x), which outputs description h

given the data x — e.g., a captioning model — but may not
have a corresponding generative model p(x|h) to evaluate
the likelihood of the data given the description. This prob-
lem can be circumvented. By Bayes’s rule we have

p(x|h) = p(h|x)p(x)
p(h)

.

The encoder model directly provides p(h|x). The likeli-
hood p(x) of the data is however is difficult to evaluate for
high-dimensional data. Luckily, the role of p(x) simplifies
in our definition of distance (Appendix E) so the term is
not needed. Finally, p(h) — which should not be confused
with pcode(h) — is the marginal p(h) =

P
x2X

p(h|x)p(x),
which can be estimated through sampling. In practice how-
ever, we found that the simple approximation: p(h) ⇡
1
2p(h|x1) +

1
2p(h|x2) performs well and can be computed

for free using only the available two samples.

Choice of ⇡(h). To reduce the variance of importance sam-
pling, the proposal distribution ⇡(h) should be well aligned
with the distributions we want to compute the expectation
with, in our case q1(h|C) and q2(h|C). Recall that

qi(h|C) =
1

Z�

pcode(h)
⇣
p(h|x)
p(h)

⌘�(C)

which for �(C) = 1 simplifies to the posterior p(h|xi), and
will generally be close to it at most important values of �,
making it a good choice for the proposal distribution. Since
we want to be able to use the same samples for both q1(h|C)
and q2(h|C), we define the proposal distribution as:

⇡(h) :=
1

2
p(h|x1) +

1

2
p(h|x2).

Sampling from this distribution can be achieved easily by
sampling N

2 + N

2 samples from p(h|x1) and p(h|x2).
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Choice of pcode(h). The choice of the encoding distribution
pcode(h) can be used to align the conceptual distance with
human similarity assessments. A natural choice is to take
pcode(h) to be the likelihood assigned to the description h

by a LLM. Another choice, which is more natural from a
computational perspective is to take pcode(h) = ⇡(h) in or-
der to reduce the variance of the importance sampling esti-
mation. We found the first choice to give more interpretable
results (and we use it in our qualitative plots), whereas the
latter choice performs better on large scale benchmarks.

6. Experiments

The goal of this section is to evaluate how well our notion of
conceptual distance correlates with ground-truth human an-
notators. To this end, we empirically compare samples un-
der three different domains — text-to-text, image-to-image,
and text-to-image (cross-modal) similarity.

Model choice. To implement our proposed similarity score,
we require a model pcode(h) to compute code length of
text descriptions h, as well as conditional distributions like
p(h|x), where x can represent text or images. For text
encoding we use pcode(h) = 1

2

�
p(h|x1) + p(h|x2)

�
on

benchmarks, while on qualitative experiments we use the
likelihood of h outputted by LLaMA-13B [38]. We also
use LLaMA-13B as conditional text encoder p(h|x), while
when x is an image we use LLaVA [26]. In the latter case,
images are encoded as a sequence of tokens using a vision
transformer, and then fed into a general sequence trans-
former that is trained on both image and text tokens.

Importance sampling. For comparing a pair of samples
(x1, x2), we use descriptions Hsample = H1 [ H2 sampled
from the proposal distribution ⇡(h), where H1 ⇠ p(h|x1)
and H2 ⇠ p(h|x2) are the set of descriptions sampled from
x1 and x2 respectively. To ensure fair comparison, we use
the same sampling procedure and hyperparameter choices
on [28] and generate from each input 20 descriptions of 20
tokens through multinomial sampling.

Sentence similarity. First, we establish whether CC:DAE
is able to compute a meaningful notion of conceptual sim-
ilarity between sentences which aligns with ground-truth
human annotations. Towards this end, we leverage the Se-
mantic Textual Similarity (STS) benchmark [2–6, 9, 29],
where each sentence pair (x1, x2) is labelled with a similar-
ity score attributed by human annotators. To quantify this
alignment, we measure the Spearman correlation between
our conceptual distance and the ground-truth scores. In par-
ticular, for each input sentence x, we sample continuations
h ⇠ ⇡(h) = 1

2 (p(h|x1) + p(h|x2)) of the two sentences,
which we use as descriptions to estimate their distance. Our
results in Tab. 1 demonstrates that our method correlates
well with human judgements. In particular, conceptual sim-

Method CxC-SIS CxC-SITS Average

CLIP-ViTB/16 72.08 64.60 68.34
Cond. Likelihood - 29.46 -

Meaning as Trajectories [28] 81.47 67.63 74.55

Ours 81.44 67.71 74.58

Table 2. Image-Image/Image-Text Semantic similarity bench-

marks. Evaluation on human-alignment of similarity scores on the
CxC Semantic Image Similarity (SIS) and Semantic Image-Text
Similarity (SITS) benchmarks. CC:DAE outperforms CLIP, which
is trained explicitly on the multi-modal similarity task, showing
that CC:DAE better captures human intuition compared to con-
trastive methods. On CxC-SITS the method outperforms baselines
using the same backbone and, by leveraging the alignment prompt
used by [28], our method achieves comparable performance while
benefiting from enhanced interpretability.

ilarity outperforms all methods in the literature that have
not been explicitly trained on human annotations, with a
relative decrease in average error by �5.8% compared to
the next best method, which also uses the same backbone.
Moreover, our method outperforms CLIP-ViTL14, which as
been trained explicitly on contrastive objectives. Lastly, on
the SICK-R (Sentences Involving Compositional Knowl-
edge) dataset, conceptual similarity achieves state-of-the-
art performance among zero-shot methods, showing that
our method excels at representing compositional structures
present in the data.

Image similarity. Next, we want to determine whether our
conceptual distances correlates with that of human annota-
tors when used to compare images. To accomplish this, we
leverage the Crisscrossed Captions Semantic Image Simi-
larity (CxC-SIS) [33] benchmark containing pairs of images
annotated by humans with similarity scores ranging from 0
to 5. To evaluate our method, we measure the Spearman
correlation of conceptual distance and human annotations.
In Tab. 2, we show that our method outperforms all prior
zero-shot methods on CxC-SIS, including reducing the er-
ror �33.5% relative to CLIP. This supports the idea that our
method, based on comparing samples via descriptions, fares
better than methods based on discrimination.
Cross-modal similarity. We further investigate whether
conceptual similarity can be applied when inputs do not
come from a common modality. In particular, we compare
on the CxC-SITS Semantic Image-Text Similarity (CxC-
SITS) benchmark, which provide human annotated scores
on (image, text) pairs based on their semantic similarity.
Our experiments in Tab. 2 demonstrate that our method in-
deed generalizes well to cross-modal comparisons, reduc-
ing error relative to CLIP by �8.8%. To further judge the
improvement of our method over the base capability of the
backbone, on CxC-SITS we compare against a baseline that
selects captions by directly comparing the conditional like-
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Figure 3. Role of prompts. Consider the three images above: which pair is most similar? This depends if we focus on content — the first
two depict Notre-Dame, the third a boat on the Seine — or on the style/artistic technique — the first is a photograph, the second and third
are paintings in the pointillist style. By changing the prompt (“Describe the style of the image” or “Describe the content of the image”),
the user can bias p(h|x) to focus the conceptual distance on one or the other aspect. Note that images A and B are closer under the content
prompt, but B and C are closer under the style prompt.

lihood of the text given the image. We note that this base-
line fares poorly, which is aligned with results showing that
perplexity is be a poor metric for caption alignment [41].
CC:DAE bypasses this limitation by autoencoding both text
and images in a common text description space. CC:DAE
also matches or outperform — both in Tabs. 1 and 2 — the
best zero-shot method [28], which can be seen as a very
particular case of our method (Appendix D) while it bene-
fits from enhanced interpretability. Our method also outper-
forms [28] and comparable baselines on the more challeng-
ing SugarCrepe benchmark (Appendix B).

Qualitative results. In Figs. 1 and 3 we illustrate the behav-
ior of our conceptual distance. To generate richer and more
interpretable samples from the description space — and to
further highlight the trade-off between coding length C and
distance — rather than sampling directly h ⇠ p(h|xi) we
use a beam search to generate effective descriptions of in-
creasing length (Appendix G). For visualization purposes,
rather than optimizing a distribution, we restrict the opti-
mization to select only the single best performing descrip-
tion among the samples for each C and display it. In all
cases, we see that as expected the distance is zero when re-
stricted to short description (small C). As descriptions be-
come more detailed, the distance starts increasing. Each in-
crease in distance can be interpreted looking at the selected
h. While selected descriptions highlight the differences, we
can also look at the best description h explaining both im-
ages at the same time (see Appendix) to understand what
common structure the two images contain which justifies
why the distance is not larger.

Prompting. Conceptual distance is influenced by the

choice of the description space H and the decoder p(x|h),
or equivalently the encoder p(h|x). In Sec. 4 we proved that
making such non-canonical choices is inevitable. In Fig. 3
we show that freedom to modify the encoder probability
— for example through prompting — is indeed not a dis-
advantage but a helpful option. Different prompts such as
“Describe the style of the image” or “Describe the content
of the image” allow the user to easily bias the conceptual
distance to focus on the similarity axis of interest.

7. Conclusions

We introduce CC:DAE, a principled notion of conceptual
similarity which aims to explore and resolve past issues
in the definition of semantic distance between high dimen-
sional data. Emprically, the method achieves state-of-the-
art results for matching human similarity judgments without
fine-tuning on human scores. We built on on Kolmogorov’s
central insight that structured information should be easier
to explain than randomness. While using general programs
as explanations does not yield acceptable results, selecting
natural language sequences as our “programs” is enough
to spotlight the properties in images and text that are rel-
evant to humans. Our general strategy can flexibly incorpo-
rate other types of explanations, including visual features,
to specify aspects of conceptual similarity that are relevant
for specific contexts. In our current implementation, the
description space is limited to textual description. This pre-
vents the method from efficiently describing similarities de-
riving from similar visual arrangement, which is however
an important space. We leave to future works extension of
the method using more generic decoders that can take both
textual and visual features in input.
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